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Lab Course

Speech Analysis

Abstract
This experiment is designed to give you a brief overview of the physiology of the production
of speech. Moreover, it will give a descriptive introduction to the tools of speech coding, their
functionality and their strengths but also their shortcomings.

1

Motivation

Speech is the primary mode of human communication. In the design of tools whose purpose is to
improve speech communication, such as mobile phones, understanding the essential features enables
us to develop efficient algorithms. It is the purpose of this exercise to demonstrate challenges in
analyzing the most basic and important properties of speech signals.

2

Speech signals

Acoustic speech signals are usually processed using a rudimentary speech production model based
on physiology. In this context, we will focus on the physiological articulation and acoustics only,
and disregard the higher levels of abstraction including linguistic content of speech. With regard
to articulation, we can begin by defining some terminology:
Phoneme is the smallest linguistic unit which may bring about a change of meaning. It is thus
the fundamental building block of linguistics.
Phonation is the process where speech organs produce a sound. Some include only voiced sounds
in the definition of phonations, but here we will use it for all speech sounds, including unvoiced
sounds.
Phone is a speech segment with distinct perceptual or physiological characteristics. Note that
many different phones may be classified within one phoneme, such that the same phoneme
can be realized as different phones depending on, for example, personal style, context, or
dialect. It is entirely possible or even common that the same phone is mapped to different
phonemes depending on its context.
In this context, we will consider the phones as the smallest distinctive acoustic units of a speech
signal.

3

Physiology and Articulation

In short, on a physiological level, speech production starts in the lungs which contract and push
out air. This airflow can cause two types of effects. Firstly, the airflow can induce oscillation in the
vocal folds, periodically closing and opening, such that the emitted airflow gains a (semi-) periodic
waveform. Secondly, the airflow can cause noisy turbulences at constrictions of the vocal tract.
The oscillating or noisy wave-forms then flow through the vocal tract, whose resonances shape the
acoustic signal. These three components, oscillating vocal folds, turbulent noise in constrictions
and acoustic shaping of the vocal tract, give the speech signal its defining characteristics.
Figure 1 illustrates the main parts of the vocal apparatus. The air flows through the larynx and
the glottis, which is the orifice between the vocal folds. Airflow then proceeds through the pharynx,
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into the mouth between the tongue and palate, between the teeth and is finally emitted through
the lips. Sometimes air flows also through the nasal cavities and is emitted through the nostrils.
The most important excitation of the speech signal are the oscillations of the vocal folds. Given
the right conditions, such as airflow speed and stiffness of the vocal folds, the airflow from the
lungs bring the vocal folds into an oscillation. Airflow pushes the vocal folds open and they gain
momentum. As the vocal folds open, air rushes through the glottis whereby the pressure drops
such that ultimately, the vocal folds are not pushed out anymore but rather pulled back together,
until they clash together. As long as the airflow is constant, this process will continue in a more or
less periodic manner.
Speech sounds where the vocal folds are oscillating are voiced sounds and the process of uttering
voiced sounds is known as voicing. This manner of articulation is called sonorant.
Figure 2 illustrates the vocal folds and the glottis in a view from above. Here the vocal folds
are seen in their abducted, or open position, where air can freely flow through them.
Unvoiced speech excitations are produced by constricting or even stopping airflow in some part
of the vocal tract, such as between the tongue and teeth, tongue and palate, between the lips or in
the pharynx. This manner of articulation is thus known as obstruent, since airflow is obstructed.
Observe that these constrictions can occur concurrently with a voiced excitation. However, speech
sounds with only an unvoiced excitation are known as unvoiced sounds. A constriction causes the
airflow to go into a chaotic regime, which is effectively a turbulent mode. It is characterized by
random variations in airflow, which can be perceptually described as noise.
Obstruent articulations where airflow is obstructed but not stopped are fricatives. When airflow
is temporarily stopped entirely to be subsequently released, it is known as a stop, and when the
stop is released into a fricative, it is an affricative. In summary, some of the main manners of
articulation are listed in Table 1.
Finally, important characteristics of speech signals are defined by shaping the vocal tract. The
different shapes give the tube distinct resonances, which make out the defining differences between
vowels. The resonances are known as formants and numbered with increasing frequency, such that
the first formant F1 is the resonance with the lowest frequency. The two first formants, F1 and F2,

Figure 2: A view on the glottis from above. (This faithful reproduction of a lithograph plate from Gray’s
Anatomy, a two-dimensional work of art, is not copyright-able in the U.S. as per Bridgeman Art Library v. Corel
Corp.; the same is also true in many other countries, including Germany. Unless stated otherwise, it is from the
20th U.S. edition of Gray’s Anatomy of the Human Body, originally published in 1918 and therefore lapsed into the
public domain.)

Table 1: Manners of articulation. Observe that several of these manners can be active at the same
time.
Obstruent – airflow is obstructed
Stop – airflow is stopped, also known as plosives
Affricative – airflow is stopped and released into a fricative
Fricative – continuous turbulent airflow through a constriction
Sonorant – vocal folds are in oscillation
Nasal – air is flowing through the nose
Flap/Tap – a single contraction where one articulator touches another, thus stopping airflow for a short moment
Approximant – articulators approach each other, but not narrowly enough to create turbulence or a stop
Vowel – air is flowing freely above the vocal folds
Trill – consonants with oscillations in other parts than the vocal folds, such as the tongue in /r/.
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Figure 3: The distribution of vowels with respect to the two first formants, F1 and F2, averaged
over 76 male English speakers. The dashed lines depict the approximate regions where phones
would be classified to the corresponding phoneme.(Formant frequencies extracted from T. D. Rossing. The
science of sound. New York: Addison-Wesley, 1990).

are from a linguistic point of view the most important, since they characterize the vowels. Figure 3
illustrates the distribution of English vowels on the axes of F1 and F2. We can here see that the
formants are fairly evenly distributed on the two dimensional plane. It is well-known that vowels
are identified mainly based on F1 and F2, and consequently, they have to be well separated in the
two dimensional plane such that they can be easily identified. Conversely, would a language have
vowels close to each other, they would most likely over time shift frequency such that they become
more easily identified, as people attempt to pronounce clearly and avoid misunderstanding.
Figure 4 illustrate the prototype shapes for English vowels. Here the characteristic peaks of
formant frequencies are depicted, corresponding to the resonances of the vocal tract. [1]
The importance of the two first formants is further demonstrated by the fact that we have wellknown non-technical descriptions for vowel characteristics, which can be intuitively understood.
Specifically, vowels can be described on the axes of closeness (closed vs. open) and backness (front
vs. back). The standard form vowel diagram representing backness on the horizontal and backness
on the vertical axis, is depicted in Figure 5.
Observe that both the vowel diagram as well as the F1 and F2 frequencies are unique for each
language. For females and children, the frequencies are shifted higher in comparison to male, while
the closeness and backness remain constant.

4
4.1

Phonemes
Vowels

As described before, vowels are sonorant phonations, that is, the vocal folds exhibit a periodic
excitation and the spectrum is shaped by the vocal tract resonances, the formants. The two first
formants define the vowels and their average locations are listed in Table 2. The third formant is
less important, but is essential to reproduce natural sounding vowels.
The table lists each vowel1 with their corresponding symbol in the International Phonetic Al1 This is a representative list of vowels, but in no way complete. For example, diftongs have been omitted, since
for our purposes they can be modelled as a transition between two vowels.
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Figure 4: Illustration of prototype spectral envelopes for English vowels, showing the characteristic
peaks of the first two formants, F1 and F2, averaged over 76 male English speakers, depicted on a
logarithmic magnitude scale. (Formant frequencies extracted from T. D. Rossing. The science of sound. New
York: Addison-Wesley, 1990).

Figure 5: IPA Vowel diagram illustrating the vowel backness and closeness.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel diagram.

From Wikipedia

phabet (IPA) as well as the symbol (or combination of symbols) using Speech Assessment Methods
Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA) set. The latter has been designed for easy application on computers
with only ASCII characters.

4.2

Consonants

In principle, all phonemes which are not vowels are consonants. However, note that linguists have
more precise definitions. In the following, we will present the most important consonant groups,
which correspond to the manners of articulation presented in Table 1.
4.2.1

Stops

In stops, the airflow through the vocal tract is completely stopped by a constriction and subsequently
released. A stop thus always has two parts, a part where air is not flowing and no sound is thus
emitted, and a release, where a burst of air causes a noisy excitation. In addition, stops are usually
combined with a subsequent vowel, whereby the transition begins practically from the start of the
burst.
4.2.2

Fricatives and Affricatives

Fricatives are consonants where airflow is partly obstructed to cause a turbulent noise, shaped by
the vocal tract. Affricatives begin as a stop but releasing into a fricative.
4.2.3

Nasals, Laterals and Approximants

Most common nasals such as /n/ and /m/, laterals and approximants such as /l/, /w/ and /r/
(without the trill) are sonorant, that is, the vocal folds are oscillating. For nasals, air flows through
the nose (at least partly) instead of the mouth. While this mode of phonation seems very different,
some theoretical differences aside, we can still model it with the same approach as vowels. The
nasal cavities form a tube like the vocal tract and can thus be modelled by a filter.
4.2.4

Trills

Trills such as a rolling /r/ are characterized by an oscillation of some other part than the vocal folds,
most commonly of the tongue, but also possible with the lips. Modelling such oscillation is not
easily encompassed in our model, but by extending the fundamental frequency model to very slow
oscillations, we obtain at least a basic functionality. The impulse train then models the oscillations
of the tongue, the noise input models the associated turbulent noise and the shaping effect of the
vocal tract is modelled as usual by the linear predictive filter.
Note, however, that in most accents of English, trills are not used but approximants are used
instead.

5

Intonation, Rhythm and Intensity

The linguistic content of speech is practically always supported by variations in intonation, intensity
and speaking rythm. Here intonation refers to the time contour of the fundamental frequency,
rhythm to the rate at which new phonemes are uttered and intensity to the perceived loudness of
the speech signal (closely related to the energy of the signal). By varying the three factors, we can
communicate a variety of para-linguistic messages such as emphasis, emotion and physical state.
For example, the most important word of a sentence (or other segment of text) is pronounced in
most languages with a high pitch and intensity as well as a slower speed. This makes the important
word or syllable really stand out from its background, thus ensuring that the important part is
perceived correctly.

IPA
i
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1
0
W
u

Vowel
SAMPA
i
y
1
}
M
u

Formant (Hz)
F1
F2
F3
290 2300 3200
280 2150 2400
290 2200 2500
330 1500 2200
330
750 2350
290
595 2390

Examples
city, see, meat
German: über, Rübe
rose’s
rude
Irish: caol
through, you, threw

I
Y
U

I
Y
U

360
400
330

2200
1850
900

2830
2250
2300

sit
German: füllt
put, hood

e
ø
@
9
8
7
o

e
2
@
@\
8
7
o

430
460
500
420
520
605
400

2150
1650
1500
1950
1600
1650
750

2750
2100
2500
2400
2200
2600
2000

German: Genom, Methan, Beet
French: peu
about, arena
Dutch: ik
Australian English: bird
German: müssen
German: Ofen, Roman

E
œ
3
Æ
2
O

E
9
3
3\
V
O

580
550
560
580
700
540

1850
1600
1700
1450
1350
830

2400
2050
2400
2150
2300
2200

bed
German: Hölle, göttlich
bird
Irish English: but
run, won, flood
law, caught, all

æ
5

{
6

770
690

1800
1450

2400
2300

cat, bad
German: oder

a
Œ
A
6

a
&
A
Q

800
570
780
650

1600
1550
1050
850

2700
1800
2150
2000

hat
Swedish: hört
father
not, long, talk

Table 2: Formant locations of vowels identified by their International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
symbol as well as the computer readable form SAMPA. (From
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table of vowels
http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/103/Charts/VChart/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International Phonetic Alphabet chart for English dialects ) .

IPA
b
d
ð
Ã
f
g
h
j
k
l
m
n
ŋ
T
p
r
ô
s
S
t
tS
v
w
z
Z

SAMPA
b
d
D
dZ
f
g
h
j
k
l
m
n
N
T
p
r
r\
s
S
t
tS
v
w
z
z

Examples
buy, cab
dye, cad, do
thy, breathe, father
giant, badge, jam
phi, caff, fan
guy, bag
high, ahead
yes, yacht
sky, crack
lie, sly, gal
my, smile, cam
nigh, snide, can
sang, sink, singer
thigh, math
pie, spy, cap
rye, try, very (trill)
rye, try, very (approximant)
sigh, mass
shy, cash, emotion
tie, sty, cat, atom
China, catch
vie, have
wye, swine
zoo, has
equation, pleasure, vision, beige

Table 3: Table of consonants used in English.
(From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA for English
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-SAMPA )

Emotions are, similarly, to a large part communicated by variations in these three parameters. I
am sure the reader can imagine the speaking style which communicates anxiousness (rapid variations
in the fundamental frequency F0 , high speed and intensity), boredom (small variations in F0 , low
speed and intensity), sadness, excitement etc.
Sometimes especially intonation also plays a linguistic role. For example, a sentence with a
questions is, depending on language, often finished with a rapidly rising pitch, while a statement
has a constant or sinking pitch. Thus the main difference between “Happy?” and “Happy!” is the
pitch contour. Moreover, some languages use pitch contours to distinguish words. Such languages
are known as tonal languages and they are especially common in Asia.
Homework Excercise 1
Speech Production
1. How are voiced sounds physiologically produced?
2. Which physiological part(s) of the speech production system gives vowels their characteristic
features?
3. Which physical effects cause noise-like phonations?

Impulse train
F0(z)

+

Linear predictor
A(z)

Residual
X(z)

Figure 6: Simplified diagram of the dual excitation speech production model.
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Introduction to this Lab course

The physiology of speech production described above is typically modeled by a so called dual
excitation speech production model illustrated in Figure 6. The goal of this lab course will be to
extract the parameters needed to determine the dual excitation speech source model. It consits of
a filter A(z), modeling the influence of the vocal tract. This filter is excited by an impulse train,
resembling the fundamental frequency (F0 ) and noise, that resembles the residual. Therefore, this
lab will cover the estimation of
• the vocal tract filter A(z),
• the fundamental frequency F0
• and the harmonic to noise ratio (HNR) of the excitation.

The corner stone of this lab course are basic signal processing techniques, covering
• filters (finite impulse response (FIR), infinite impulse response (IIR)),
• filter representation (Impulse response, Coefficients, Polynomial),
• transfer function and the Z-Plane.
If any of these terms is unfamiliar to you, consider a short revision.

6.1

Windowing

Processing in this lab course is block based, therefore the input signal has to be cut into pieces, so
called frames. The frames for the processing of the signal should be of the length of the stationarity
of speech (ca. 20 ms) to ensure constant statistic properties within one frame. Whereas the
framelength for the estimation of the autocorrelation should cover at least two periods of the
fundamental frequency F0 (100 - 400 Hz). The longer frames for the estimation of the correlation
need to be windowed by an appropriate window (e.g. Hamming) that there are no discontinuities
at the window borders. In contrast, the windows for the signal processing do not need windowing,
as the liner prediction filter ensures continuity at the window borders. The two different windows
are depicted in Figure 7.
Different windows.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the two windows.

6.2
6.2.1

LPC
Modeling the vocal tract.

Taking a second look at Figure 6, one notices that this speech production model consits of filter A(z)
excited by uncorrelated noise and a harmonic signal, a pulse train. The filter A(z) is considered
modeling the vocal tract, approximated by a tube model, illustrated in Figure 8.
This tube model is analytically equivalent to a linear predictor of length M . The necessary
predictor length M can be determined by:

Figure 8: Illustration of the tube-model of speech production.

2fs L
,
(1)
c
with c being the speed of sound, fs being the sampling frequency and L being the length of the
tube. The average length of the human vocal tract can be assumed to be between 14 and 17 cm.
Such a linear prediction filter tries to estimate future values by a linear function of the previous
samples. In the case of the tube model, which is excited by white noise, it is possible to determine this tube model and to eliminate the correlation introduced by it supposing a sufficient high
prediction order M . Such a prediction filter can be derived minimizing the residual n :
M=

ξn = −

M
X

αk ξn−k + n ,

(2)

k=1

with αk being the prediction coefficients, ξn being the n-th input sample and n being the
residual. The residual is the unpredictable part of the signal. Ideally this signal will be uncorrelated
and will have a white spectrum. A computationally efficient and stable way to solve this estimation
is the Levinson-Durbin recursion, which is offered as a function by MATLAB, returning αk . These
linear prediction coefficients can then be used to determine the prediction filter. This filter can
be interpreted as a whitening filter. The representation of such a filter in the Z-plane is given in
Figure 9. A measure describing how well the signal was predicted is the so called prediction gain.
This gain describes how much energy can be reduced by this prediction filter. The prediction gain
is defined as follows:
 2
σs
PG = 10log10
,
(3)
σn2
with σs2 being the power of the input signal and σn2 being the power of the residual.
6.2.2

Extracting the formants

As described above, the linear prediction can be interpreted as whitening filter. This results in an
inversion of the filter response of the vocal tract filter. Choosing M such that it only covers three
frequencies, the chances are high to extract the formant frequencies. It should be noted, that the
order M should then be at least eight, as it also covers the tilt of the spectrum.

Filter in the Z−Plane
1
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0
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Figure 9: Example for a vocal tract filter in the Z-Plane.
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Homework

Homework Excercise 2
Given the sampling frequency Fs = 12800 calculate:
1. The framelength (in ms and samples) for the linear prediction, covering two periods of the
fundamental frequency F0 .
2. The framelength in samples given the stationarity of speech.
3. Calculate the prediction order sufficient to model the human vocal tract as a tube model.
4. Assume you have a linear predictive filter of order M . What would happen to the prediction
gain when you still increase the order of the predictor for the input signal being:
(a) a synthetic signal generated by filtering noise with an IIR-filter of order M ,
(b) pure speech, no background noise and
(c) speech degraded by reverberation and background noise.
Justify your answers.
5. Sketch the amplitude response of the filter given in Figure 9. (Coarsely, no calculations
needed.

8

The Experiment

In order to get a more concrete understanding of the tools used in speech coding, the following
experiments should give you some parctical insights. In the following the steps which have to
be done in the execution of the lab course will be described. An already existing script covering
the framework is given in SpeechAnalysis.m. First complete the framework by performing the
following tasks.

8.1

Completing the Framework

Lab Experiment 1
This assignment completes the framework. Therefore, the following tasks have to be performed.
1. Open the file SpeechAnalysis.m, which is the main file for this exercise.
2. Set the value of lpc higher order, to the predictor order necessary to model the human
vocal tract.
3. Choose the right parameters for lpc winlen and winlen .
4. Load one of the provided speech files in the folder Signals .
female english short.wav or male english short.wav.

Choose either

5. Resample the input file to the appropriate sampling frequency FS.
6. Listen to the resampled input file in order to check whether everything worked.
7. Calculate the number of windows that can be covered by the input file, wincnt.

8.2

The LPC and its Properties.

The framework should now run without giving an error. Lets move over to implement the linear
prediction.
Lab Experiment 2
This assignment is related to the LPC.
1. Implement the LPC in the skeleton function CalcLPC in the file with the same name, using
the matlab function levinson.
2. Confirm that the function CalcLPC gives the same output as the lpc function of matlab.
3. Complete the function CalcResPredGain. Calculate the residual using the matlab function
filter and the LPC coefficients. Calculate the prediction gain according to Equation 3.
4. Why is the function ManipulateLpc.m needed? What does it do? Write a short comment
in the beginning of the function describing its function and necessity.
5. Order the formants ascending by their frequency.
6. Calculate the formant frequencies
formant freqs hz(frame,:).

[Hz]

and

store

them

in

a

matrix

7. In order to get a deeper understanding of the properties of the LPC, complete the function
PlotGraphs. The plural in residuals or filters refers to the linear predictive filter of higher
and lower order.
(a) Compare the residual signals and the time domain signals by plotting them.
What difference stands out?
How can you explain it?
(b) Plot one graph comparing the spectrum of the residual and the original signal.
What is the difference in the spectra?
Did you expect it? What does this difference indicate?
(c) Visualize the lpc filters using freqz and zplane.
(d) Use the function savefigs.m to store all open figures.
(e) Calculate the power of the residuals and the original signal.
When would you expect the highest gain?

8.3

Analyzing Speech Signals.

Now the basic tools for the Speech Analysis Lab are ready, lets go over to analyze actual speech.
Lab Experiment 3

1. Load the file ConcatenatedPhonemes.wav and do not listen to the file.
2. Process it with the framework.
3. Plot the frequency tracks of the formant frequencies.
4. The file consists of the phonemes: i, E and u. Determine the order in which they are given
in the file.
5. Process the file female english.wav. Plot the frequency tracks of the LPC, the track of
the fundamental frequency and the HNR. Save the results using the function savefigs.m.
6. Process the file male english.wav. Plot the frequency tracks of the LPC, the track of the
fundamental frequency and the HNR. Save the results using the function savefigs.m.

